Park Shrimp
Material:
Hook:
Thread:
Tag:
Tail:
Body:
Ribbing:
Wing:
Hackle 1:
Cheeks:
Hackle 2:

Partridge CS14 7-11
Red 8/0
Twisted copper wire
Orange fox, Bucktail or fox
yellow, Chrystal flash
½ Gold Tinsel & ½ black
floss
Twisted copper wire
Black fox + Chrystal Flash
Yellow cock or fox
Jungle cock
orange cock or fox

1. Tie in the thread at the
eye of the hook and wind
it in close turns to the
beginning of the hook
curvature

2. Tie in the twisted copper wire

3. Wind the tag of the fly

4. Tie in a bunch of fox hair
(length of hook shank)
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5. Tie in a bunch of yellow
bucktail hair (double
hook shank length)

6. Tie in 4 strands of
Chrystalflash

7. Tie in a bunch of fox
hair (length of hook
shank)

8. Cut off the excess
9. Tie in the ribbing wire
10. Wind the thread to the center
of the hook shank

11. Tie in the gold tinsel

12. Wind the rear part of the body
with the gold tinsel
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13. Wind the thread to the
eye of the hook
14. Tie in the black floss
15. Wind the front part of
the body with the black
floss

17. Tie in a bunch of black
fox hair

19.

Tie in 2 strands of
Chrystal Flash

16. Wind the ribbing wire in
direction of the eye of the
hook

18. Flip back the fox hair and
secure it

20. Tie in a second bunch of black
fox hair
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21. Tie in the yellow badger
cock feather

23. Tie in the jungle cock
cheeks

22. Wind the first hackle (2
turns)

24. Tie in the orange badger cock
feather

25. Wind the second hackle (2
turns)

26. Wind the head
27. Whipfinish

28. Apply a drop of UV glue
to the head
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